Factors influencing the outcome of deep brain stimulation: Placebo, nocebo, lessebo, and lesion effects.
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a well-established treatment option for movement disorders, especially for Parkinson's disease (PD). There is a need to determine the role of expectation of benefit and the use of placebo to better understand the effects of electrode placement including the (micro)lesion effect. These factors must be understood to better interpret and attribute the therapeutic value of DBS. In this review, we critically present currently available data on the placebo, nocebo, lessebo, and lesion effects in the context of DBS. We provide a discussion of strategies that have the potential for controlling these effects in the setting of future DBS trials. We conclude that there is a need to standardize definitions for nocebo and (micro)lesion effects and that there are intrinsic limitations in defining the effect of expectation of benefit in DBS. These issues will be challenging to overcome especially with current technology and available study designs. New stimulation paradigms, better study designs, and the use of adaptive closed-loop DBS devices may facilitate a more accurate assessment of the placebo, nocebo, and lessebo effects in future DBS trials.